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TO THE HONORABLE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

I am returning, herewith, without my approval. House Bill No.
5A99, entitled, "An Act Relative to the Sale of Certain Alcoholic
Beverages by Wholesalers and Importers."

H.5A99 makes several changes in the laws governing the supply
and pricing of alcoholic beverages. Some of these changes, such as
the repeal of the now-unenforced minimum price law and the application
of the unfair competition statute (Chapter 93A) to the sale of
alcoholic beverages, are positive steps toward a freer market, and I
would be happy to sign a bill containing them into law. But, In my
opinion, these provisions that benefit the consumer are clearly out-

weighed by two other provisions of H.5A99, and I could not sign a
bill containing either of those provisions as they are written in
H.5A99.

The first of these provisions is Section 1 of the bill, commonly
known as the "primary source" law. This section would prohibit any
wholesaler of alcoholic beverages, except wines, from buying such
beverages from any source other than the distiller or its authorized
representative, some wholesalers of alcoholic beverages have urged
me to sign this bill on the grounds that it will bripg stability to the
industry and preserve jobs within the commonwealth. Other wholesalers,
who compete with the first group, charge that the proposed law is aimed
at cutting off their sources of supply and will have the ultimate effect
of restricting price competition.

It is often difficult to sort through these conflicting claims,
and to separate the issues surrounding the "primary source provision from
the effects of other related laws governing the pricing and sale of
alcoholic beverages. Nevertheless, I am reluctant to limit the sources
of supply of any legitimate businessman in any field, as H.5A99 would
effectively do. I am also not persuaded that any job losses in the
liquor wholesalting industry, if they exist, are traceable directly to
the lact of a primary source law. They seem, rather, to be much more
closely related to the normal business cycles that affect any firm in
any competitive business. While I believe that the state certainly shoul<
stimulate and protect Massachusetts-based employment, I do not think
that function properly includes the insulation of all existing
Massachusetts businesses against all competition from whatever source,
as H.5A99 seems to attempt. Unless a comprehensive study of the economics
of the alcoholic beverages Industry by an unbiased group that included
substantial consumer representation shows me that a "primary source
law is necessary for the continued operation of the industry as a whole
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and not merely the benefit of one firm or group of firms as opposed to
another, and that such legislation would not restrict the retail price
competition available to consumers, I could not sign such legislation.

I am seriously considering the formation of such a task force,
along the lines of the Select Committee on Racing that issued its report
in April, to undertake a comprehensive review of state regulation of
the alcoholic beverages field and its effects on both the commonwealth's
tax yield and the prices available to consumers. If I appoint such a
panel, I hope that it can do as thorough and balanced a study as the
Racing Select Committee produced in order to settle the controversies
that generate legislation such as H.3A99.

The other aspect of this bill that troubles me is the effect of
repealing the current minimum price provision (Chapter 138, §2SC)
without also specifying that the minimum consumer price provisions of
Chapter 93, §IAE-K would not then apply to the sale of alcoholic beverages
The result of such an action would be to apply the presumptive minimum
mark-up of 67. mandated in §IAE to all liquor sales, where no minimum
mark-up is now in effect. I am opposed to minimum mark-up provisions
generally, and have supported the repeal of §IAE-K in the past. But,
even while those sections are still on the books, I cannot sign any bill
that extends their application, or that has the effect of eliminating
"price breaks" now available to consumers. The state should not be in
the business of telling retailers how low they can set the price for
bread, milk, liquor, or any other commodity.


